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ALTHOUG.H NO GRANT WAS AVAILABLE from the Film and Television
Board of the Australia Council, the government did lend considerable support by
way of free principals and extras for the making of Luis Bufiuel's latest film,
Qu'ils mangent du gateau.
While it follows many of Bufiuel's favourite themes, this antipodean epic must
be considered a distinct break from his earlier style since it was shot as one long
action in Canberra on the evening of Friday, 26 March. The occasion was a private
function sponsored by the Australia-British Association for the retiring British
High Commissioner, Sir Maurice James. The location was the dining room of Bruce
Hall at the Australian National University. Bufiuel insisted on this site after a tour
of other venues earlier in the week. Bruce Hall dining room is a cavernously vast
emptiness, dominated by Leonard French's massive sequence depicting the
'Seven Days' of creation; the biblical theme of order out of chaos providing an
obliquely contrapuntal motif to the film's principal intent. No less significantly, one
wall of the dining room consists of glass, which meant that contact between the
participants was possible without them being able to touch each other. The
prospect entranced the surrealist old master immediately. Unlike Visconti, who
declined to use any mass action in his later scenarios, Bufi.uel is still committed to
the cathartic impact of strong openings and closes. Thus, violent confrontations
between 120 shevelled and couth guests-defended by 100 police-and the 600
bejeaned and rangey demonstrators both begin and end the film.
Nothing is lost-and much gained-by recounting the story line in some detail.
CROWD ASSEMBLES, 600 strong, around the locked doors of Bruce Hall. Guests
begin to arrive, pass through them. A Rolls Royce appears, followed by silver hair.
Abuse. False alarm. It is the British High Commissioner. Then: 'British troops in
Northern Ireland: Out Now'. Flashing lights, motor cycle outriders, police car
escorts, larger and blacker car. More, and more silvery hair. 'Kerr out!'. 'Kerr serves
the Yanks, the police serve Kerr!'. The only steps are blocked by protesters. Kerr is
jostled and pushed. The police regroup to force a path. Students sit. Three minutes
of stalemate. Police form a flying wedge and drive a passage through to a side
door. 'Kerr out! Kerr serves the Yanks!'.
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four / what's a dinner party for?/ five, six, seven, eight/ hit him with a dinner
plate'.
Inside, speeches. Outside, more noise than ever from dustbin lids on sheets of iron.
Finally, Kerr rises to propose a toast. So long has he sat that, outside, there are
slurs on his sobriety. It is almost eleven. The police move into position, blocking off
doors and passage ways: the demonstrators slip around the corner on to front
verandahs and lawns. Inside, more speeches, extra port and cigars. Outside, a hand
ful keep up the noise at the glass wall by banging things together. Police vans
turn two spotlights on the crowd: a beacon shining all over campus. Students rush
to join the demonstration.
Numbers are back to 4·00 when Ke1T at la.st appears. At the top of the steps, he
falters. His wedge of police prop him up. Then he moves fonvard again, blowing
kisses to the crowd. 'Traitor! traitor! traitor!'. Overblown kisses. Pushing, shoving,
jostling, until the car is reached. Lady Kerr mounts the tumbril, turns and haughts:
'Qu'ils mangent du gateau'.*
Qu'ils mangent du gateau will be repeated live in other capital cities as soon
as the principals regain their equipoise. On Tuesday and Wednesday of the next
week, Bufiuel made a mammoth version of the Rocky Horror Show, tentatively
entitled 'Les Etats-Unis, c'est moi'; armed cars and FBI groups being specially
flown in for the shooting.
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*Which is one up on Marie Antoinette, who probably uttered in German.
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Terry Ingram: A MATTER OF TASTE - Investing in Australian Art

This book covers the works of painters, draughtsmen, sculptors and printmakers from
Australia's earnest days to the present, showing how values have fluctuated over the
years. For the art lover, whether serious or collector, or occasional purchaser, this
book provides a knowledgeable, witty and occasionally Irreverent guide to buying
works of art.
Collins $12.50
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Edward D. Craig: AUSTRALIAN ART AUCTION RECORDS 1973-75

The most up-to-date and comprehensive record of art auction prices In Australia for
the period March 1973 to March 1975. Over 900 artists listed with biographical data
Including places and dates of auction, highest bids for paintings, and other details of
works sold. An Indispensable reference for collectors and dealers.
Ure Smith $14.85

Kym Bonython: MODERN AUSTRALIAN PAINTING 1970-75

The paintings reproduced In this volume, all In full colour, provide an extensive
panorama of modern Australian painting over the past five years. This book has been
designed both as a practical reference book and as a fine collector's piece.
Rigby $12.95
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